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Telematics is one of the most important 
investments a company can make. A 
fully implemented system can help 
businesses better understand their 
operations, communicate with drivers 
and satisfy customer needs. 

The following guide contains just a few 
of the ways Teletrac Navman's GPS fleet 
management solution can help your 
organisation prosper.
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1When you manage a fleet, it’s common knowledge that you’ll spend a substantial amount of 
money on fuel. There is little a business can do to change the price of that commodity. 

 But what gains can transport operators realise if their drivers’ fuel consumption is drastically reduced?

What you might not know is that you could be spending more on fuel tax than you need to. If you use vehicles off 
the public road network, or your heavy vehicles operate auxiliary equipment like refrigeration units or hydraulic 
machinery, you can help recover all your excise paid as fuel tax credits. Unfortunately, most existing fuel tax 
credits (FTC) claim processes are incredibly complex, time-consuming and prone to inaccuracy, so you could be 
leaving a considerable amount of money on the table.

You’re entitled to a much lower FTC rate when heavy vehicles travel on public roads, so you need to apportion fuel 
usage between different activities if you want to get the most out of your claims. Many businesses don’t do this at 
all, which means they’re missing out on tax rebates entirely, or they claim all their off-road travel as on-road. If you 
do already claim credits on fuel tax, you’re probably reliant on complicated spreadsheets, conservative estimates 
of the amount you can claim or approximate sample data that doesn’t necessarily reflect reality. It’s likely you’re 
also being overly conservative and under-claiming to avoid coming out on the wrong side of an audit.

Luckily, there’s light at the end of the tunnel. Your vehicles are capable of capturing tons of real-time data that can 
be used to streamline and automate the FTC process. Accurate GPS tracking data allows you to create detailed 
off-road maps that tell you exactly how much fuel you can claim. This gives you time back to focus on what’s most 
important to your business, reduces tax risk and ultimately, puts money back into your pocket.

Beyond fuel tax credits, GPS fleet tracking can provide complete visibility into fuel use across an entire fleet. 
Businesses can view how much fuel is burned per vehicle and which vehicles are idling by location in order to help 
save on unnecessary expenses. The software is also designed to detect potential pitfalls and improve driver 
behavior. Users can receive alerts of unsafe driving habits per driver, including harsh acceleration and speeding 
that indicate excessive fuel use. 

Reduce your
fuel costs
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       Even with the most loyal and hard working workforce, it’s difficult to know exactly how productive  
your staff is, or if there is significant room for improvement. An electronic work diary (EWD) can help assurance 
that they're meeting their compliance obligations. With real-time and preventative alerting, the solution clearly 
displays progress and vehicle locations so that users back in the office can plan jobs and allocate more 
efficiently. This all in turn leads to improved productivity by streamlining the operation's workflow. 

With telematics comes data, and with data comes reports. Businesses can analyse and gain insight into short 
and long-term trends to help improve processes across the organisation. Fleet management technology also 
gives knowledge of efficient routes to job sites, an understanding of where vehicles and assets are, and what 
they are doing all to steadily build a stronger and more productive fleet.

 
  

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

One of the most important parts of a business is being able to offer a service or advantage that provides a higher 
level of benefits to customers. With great communication comes greater customer satisfaction. By gaining a 
competitive edge in the market, technology allows you to respond to customer requests quickly to provide a 
more efficient service. Imagine being able to locate the vehicle carrying the customer's goods while they're on 
the phone! No more 'let me get back to you'. For any desired location, dispatchers can identify the nearest 
vehicle and implement an efficient routing system. 

Not only does your staff maximise daily workflow to put vehicles where customers need them, fleet managers 
can also keep customers informed at any time exactly where their deliveries are and the expected time of arrival. 
The software helps businesses go above and beyond every customer promise.

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Improve
customer service

Increase your
productivity
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4 Where fleet managers would traditionally be tied to a phone to call to verify a driver’s location, a telematics 
solution can open an electronic view of the fleet with mapping features and two-way communication to know 

the vehicle's exact locations. 

Through the tracking software, you and your staff are able to effectively pinpoint a driver's location, see their tasks 
at hand, their fatigue status, and more. All in real-time, the solution enables a quicker view into the business rather 
than spending hours on the phone chasing up your staff on the road.

Drivers and dispatchers can communicate on the job in real time with two-way communication tools. In-vehicle devices 
allow drivers to receive instant communications and route messages from dispatchers. Fleet managers in the office 
can track routes and messages through the software platform. This degree of visibility ensures that drivers remain on 
task when completing jobs. This leaves businesses open to spend more time on customers, less time on 
inefficiencies and results in substantial savings on those hefty communications costs.

Reducetelephone charges

 
 

Fleet management software helps take the paperwork
out of daily tasks and creates a connected workflow
to increase efficiency and productivity across the fleet. In today's modern age, it's not just about tracking vehicles - 
the software collates job management information, routing, driver and dispatcher communications, allocation of 
jobs to appropriate workers in the field, and much more. Previously manual and labour intensive tasks become a 
thing of the past. An integrated fleet management solution with business processes helps provide that connection 
between the office and the driver. It can help log their hours to manage fatigue compliance, saving them from the  
difficult calculations of available work and rest hours. With the extra time earned from digital data collection, 
employees can focus on other areas of the business. 

All this data is delivered straight to a computer or mobile device that has an Internet connection, so you are able to 
access highly accurate records including hours worked, maintenance and kilometres travelled at your finger tips. 
Fleet managers can oversee their entire operation and take complete control of profit margins from anywhere!

5Decrease
administrative overhead
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6 Being able to locate a driver at any given time has obvious safety benefits. Australia is remote. 
If a driver happens to be involved in an incident, you're able to locate their exact position in 

moments, while also being able to reconstruct the moments before to get a better picture of what happened. This 
quick response could potentially save lives in the event of a serious incident.

GPS fleet tracking software can also identify a driver's poor on-road behaviour, such as speeding, harsh 
braking and stop sign violations. Armed with these insights, you can address a driver's performance against 
the rest of the company to help improve their habits with more training and insight into how to proactively 
make better on-road decisions when driving.

Along with safety comes protecting the health of your staff. Driving while fatigued or suffering from sleep 
apnea are both recognised occupational hazards in transport, which is also overrepresented in other health 
conditions. These are factors that affect drivers’ health and present a risk for business owners as well.  An 
Electronic Work Diary (EWD) can help avoid extended workdays by keeping track of the extensive calculations 
of a driver's work and rest hours. This lets the driver focus on their task at hands while ensuring their 
obligations to compliance are met and danger is minimised. Pre-start checklists also ensure that the driver has 
started on the right foot.

The software allows you to monitor these and other potentially unsafe driver behaviors, to help develop 
individualised training for corrective action and properly assess driver performance. Contrary to belief, 
technology is there to keep all your staff, and the community, safe.

Improve
driver safety
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Most insurers now offer discounts to businesses with fleets utilising a GPS fleet tracking system. It's 
no doubt a costly yet necessary expense, but businesses can avoid high rates and be rewarded by 

insurance companies with a lower premium. Equipped with telematics, insurers know a vehicle is more likely to be 
recovered if stolen, generally driven more optimally and staff more accountable and responsible. The tracking device 
removes the added risk and helps reduce a fleet business’s  rate. Money saved through reduced insurance premiums 
can actually help pay for the tracking technology itself. 

Businesses also have peace of mind knowing their vehicles benefit from enhanced security. If a vehicle is stolen, the 
local authorities can work with you to be alerted of its location and retrieved before serious damage is caused.

8
Optimising fleet operations can avoid unexpected costs through maintenance features built into the fleet management 
software. You can identify when each vehicle is due for repairs and calculate all costs associated with each service 
repair. This allows you to plan your schedules much more carefully as well as save time and money on degraded parts 
that go unnoticed and could cause a sudden breakdown.

 The solution continues to provide detailed reports outlining the state of every vehicle in the fleet. The software arms 
businesses with the knowledge they need to ensure vehicles are maintained regularly and cost effectively, while 
also ensuring your business is compliant.

Manage each

7
vehicle’s life cycle

Lowerinsurancepremiums
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9 The declining state of our environment 
has become an important talking point 

over recent years, and a significant proportion of the carbon emissions that degrade our atmosphere derive 
from an expected source. Australia is taking a strong, credible and responsible commitment to the Paris climate 
change conference by aiming to reduce emissions to 26-28 per cent on 2005 levels by 2030.

Scientists and government alike all over the world spread the word to put in place more environmentally 
friendly measures. Companies are fast becoming carbon-neutral. While global warming is fast becoming a 
contentious issue, going green is a forward-thinking ideology many business around the world are adopting to 
help realise a new world of benefits never before seen without the help of telematics. 

Awareness of the ways fleets can reduce their carbon footprint is crucial for running a profitable business. GPS 
fleet tracking software can show managers effective methods for better route planning and metrics to improve 
driver behavior, so that harmful fuel consumption is maintained to a minimum.

reduction

With a vehicle tracking system, you can take complete control over almost 
every aspect of your fleet’s operations. It is  an enhanced management tool 
to help you better run your business. Our software will show you key data 
that you can use to save money and facilitate a more efficient team

A telematics solution provides the information that is important to you, all at your fingertips.   
You have the power to access highly detailed information on the whereabouts of all your employees 
to turn insights into actions by making smarter and more informed decisions faster than ever before.   

You have a far greater understanding of how your business operates, which gives you far greater control  
over how to make changes that benefit your company.

Stayin control 10
 

Carbon footprint
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About Teletrac Navman

Teletrac Navman, the combined company formed by Teletrac Inc. and Navman Wireless 
offers GPS-based fleet optimisation products and services, including real-time vehicle 
tracking, electronic logging, communications and analytics that enable companies 
to monitor, measure and improve operational costs and efficiencies. The company’s 
technology currently tracks more than 500,000 vehicles owned by over 40,000 
organisations on six continents, making it one of the world’s largest fleet management 
software solutions providers. The company, headquartered in Glenview, IL, has offices 
in the United States, Mexico, United Kingdom, New Zealand and Australia.

1300.111.477  |  teletracnavman.com.au

https://www.teletracnavman.com.au/
https://www.teletracnavman.com.au/
https://www.facebook.com/TeletracNavmanAU/?fref=ts&ref=br_tf
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